
Prices conditions and technical informationals

- Some items may differ slightly depending on the type of action or kinds of performance.

- Lucie performs in more dance styles. Traditional and fusion styles or contemporary
variations. See menu below.

 - The shows can be performed in different spaces. Ideal is space 4 x 5 yards. Possibly
different, depending on the agreement.

 - She will prepare for you show according to your specifications

 Lucie/Lucy dance on reproducted music (music on USB with mp3 data, phone) or with live
music. She has lots of experiences with live music with different styles.

 

The customer is responsible for the technical conditions like

- sound system (appropriate for the space of the venue). Has a Bose S1 Pro if needed.

- changing room, space for preparing the show and changing costumes

 - accommodation - depending on according to the number agreed upon of days, nights

- meals, drinks - depending on according to the number agreed upon of days, nights

Transportation/price

- Lucie is located in the Czech Republic and is able to travel to different countries if needed
abroad. The travel costs depend on the venue's location.

For example - Germany from 100 - 250 euros, Netherlands around 300 euros etc.

- Other price(s) will depend on the number of inputs and character of performance,
workshops

Program

- Usually dancing in this process

- In one day she can dance from two to five inputs.

- The length of one dance show is usually 5 - 7 minutes; can be upgraded from 1 to 15
minutes - It depends on the type of event and kind of dance.

- workshops from 60 to 180 minutes - It depends on the type of advanced dancers (beginners
or advanced) and kind of event.



Prices performances and workshops

1- 2 performance(s) and 1 workshop (60 to 120 minutes) - 1 day, can be spread over two
days - 300 euros.

1 performance and 1 workshop (60 minutes) - 1day - 200 euros.

1- 3 performances and 1 workshop (60 to 180 minutes) - 3 days - 400 euros.

1- 2 performance(s) - 1 night or afternoon - 170 euros.

1 workshop (60 to 120 minutes) - Afternoon or night - 170 euros.

- Other variants by agreement

- We can issue an invoice

 

Menu of the type of shows

- Tribal fusion bellydance

- Tribal fusion bellydance with props (knifes)

- Chair dance

- Gypsy dances

- Workshops

If do you want to your event dance performances and workshops contact me




